MEDIA RELEASE
Ambassador Stamps
Ambassador are stamps or sofa cushions with personalised graphic motives.
The system is simple: You choose a product in the webshop, select a graphic motive and determine your personal
text. The ordered product will then be delivered to you shortly after.
You can buy the products in selected stores together with a motive card, enter your personal text on the card and
send it to us. The rubber stamp or the cushion case will be delivered to you within a few days.
The following versions of Ambassador are available:
Basic – Motive and text are given
Special – The motive is given, you choose the text.
Exclusive – The motive is freely designed as a unique copy based on your text.

Prices
Rubber stamp:					
Basic
CHF 48.– (EUR 30.–)
Spacial
CHF 84.– (EUR 52.–)
Exclusive
CHF 146.– (EUR 90.–)

Sofa cushion:
Basic
CHF 98.–
Spacial
CHF 134.–
Exclusive CHF 196.–

(EUR 61.–)
(EUR 83.–)
(EUR 121.–)

Products
The stamp system was exclusively developed and produced, and includes a stamp pad. The cushions are also
produced exclusively. They are filled with high quality duck feathers and are available in the colours yellow and
anthracite.
Stamp: 40 x 60mm, diameter motive max. 28mm, plastic case, stamp pad saturated black
Cushions: 40 x 40cm, duck feathers filling, cotton cover, washable 60°, yellow and anthracite

Motives
The customer can choose the text of the motive, the graphic design is developed by an Ambassador designer, the
customer can not influence the design. This makes Ambassador Stamps a unique product with collector’s item
character.

Where from and where to
Ambassador Stamps was founded in 2002 by Fauxpas Grafik – Gilles Bachmann and Martin Stillhart.
Our enthusiasm for rubber stamps was the motivation to produce our own product.
The continuous demand prompted us to expand our offer and to refine the system. The product range and
the choice of motives is continuously being expanded. Further, additional designers are assigned to enhance
Ambassador to a versatile and constantly growing platform.

Points of sale
Ambassador products are available at www.ambassador-stamps.ch or in selected stores:
- Einzigart, Plattform für Design, Josefstrasse 36, CH-8005 Zürich, www.einzigart.ch
- Saus & Braus, Kaufhaus für Design, Ankerstrasse 14, CH-8004 Zürich, www.sausbraus.ch
- Die Handlung, Bundesplatz 10, CH-6003 Luzern, www.die-handlung.ch
- Marinsel, Raum für Mode und Verwandtes, Feldbergstrasse 10, CH-4057 Basel, www.marinsel.ch

IMAGES
All images are saved as printable Tiff-files on CD.
- ambassador_stempel.tif: Rubber stamp
- ambassador_stempel_box1.tif: Rubber stamp box closed
- ambassador_stempel_box1.tif.tif: Rubber stamp in box
- ambassador_kissen_gelb.tif: Sofa cushion yellow
- ambassador_kissen_grau.tif: Sofa cushion dark grey
- ambassador_motive.tif: Examples of produced motives
Please send us a copy if you publish images or text.
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SOFA CUSHION
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EXAMPLES MOTIVES
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